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Ali Sultan launches his Life from Above Exhibition at Media One Hotel
From Wednesday 11th May 2016 Life from Above Exhibition launched at Media One Hotel in Dubai Media City;
offering a unique experience for the community to appreciate the second solo exhibition from artist Ali Sultan.

Ali T. Sultan is a renowned creative media professional who has worked on print design, artwork and music for
the past 10 years. Studying audio engineering with graphics as a minor, Ali started lecturing audio and graphic
design at several educational institutes such as SAE Dubai/Kuwait and Box Hill College Kuwait from 2005.

In 2006, Ali started to explore with different mediums in art, from oil to acrylics, then went on to create digital
and mixed media artwork, with his work being featured in London, Frankfurt, Istanbul, Jeddah, Doha, Boston,
Kuwait, Bahrain and now in Dubai.

Life from Above is about observing and letting go of the vortex of our personal thunderstorms and very
thought provoking. This exclusive exhibition will last until Tuesday 31st May at Media One Hotel. It consists of
15 pieces of original works that have not been released before.

Ali stated, “Sometimes we get so caught up in our own thunderstorm, a vortex, where with no way out in
sight. When we reach this point the actual challenge is letting go and still have the courage to look back from
afar. Once we can look back and we the true beauty that every heart-ship brings us closer to the person we
are aiming to be. We have moved on. We find ourselves looking for the detail in the whole. But what if all we
already have are details and the whole is missing?”

Mark Lee, General Manager stated, “Media One Hotel regularly opens its doors to renowned local artists in a
bid to make art more accessible, allowing the public access to the artists’ great works 24/7, so they have no
need to feel shy about entering the world of art galleries. Ali’s work first came to our attention from Amera
Alawadhi who is organising the exhibition; but we were impressed by his signature style that complements
modern living”.

Media One’s contemporary lobby proudly hosts The Life from Above Exhibition Ali Sultan’s second solo
exhibition from Wednesday 11th May until Tuesday 31st May and encourages everyone to explore this truly
unique artwork.

To interview the artist please contact amera.alawadhi@gmail.com or alternatively call +971 50 874 9996
-ENDS-

About Media One Tower:
Located in the bustling area of Dubai Media City, Media One is a mixed use development comprising a hotel
and offices.
The hotel, tailored to the savvy business traveller, occupies the first 23 floors of the 43 story tower and offers
a collection of cafes, bars and restaurants, a gym, outdoor pool and terrace.
It also houses state-of-the-art conference facilities, a fully equipped business centre and a selection of retail
outlets, with a spacious lobby and ample parking.
The upper 20 floors of the property is dedicated office space, accessible through a separate entrance and
lobby area with easy entry to the hotel facilities.
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